What does LGBT2Q+ Mean?

LOVE

LGBTQ2s+ means Lesbian, Gay
Bisexual, Transgender, 2-Spirit,

L OWER

and Queer. The “plus” (+)
incorporates other possibilities like

M AINLAND

queer questioning, gender fluid,
asexual, and pansexual. We also
include allies or supporters of

Living Out Visibly and Engaged

members of these communities.
LGBT2Q+ individuals are a diverse
community of people from many
backgrounds.

What is LOVE Lower
Mainland?

Working to create safe communities
for LGBT2Q+ seniors and other
at-risk adults

LGBT2Q+ older adults, those who
are differently-abled or chronically
ill, and those who are living with
addictions or mental illness are at
particular risk of isolation.
LOVE Lower Mainland works to
support members of our
community who may be isolated,
afraid, lonely, or at risk of harm by
working to provide resources to
engage and connect them with
support and community.
We are a regional table of service
providers and concerned citizens.

Seniors Aging OUT Project
Safe Communities for LGBTQ2s+.

Local contact:
Neil Fernyhough, Coordinator
Email:

communityprograms@alexhouse.net

Tel: 604-535-0015 (ext 236)
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help develop and grow healthy communities where LGBT2Q+ people
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can feel safe
and connected.
Our particular focus is on those who feel marginalized or
vulnerable: older adults, newcomer Canadians, people living with
disabilities or chronic illness, those struggling with addiction or
mental illness, and others who are feeling isolated or alone.
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What we are doing
§

We look to address issues of
abuse, neglect, and selfneglect of LGBT2Q+ adults,
with a view of reducing the
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We began our work in
November, 2018; and have
been engaged in consultation
with seniors, agencies, and
other at-risk adults, with a
view to inventorying and
assessing resources and
services available/accessible.
We are part of the BCCRN
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citizens. We work together to

§

We are a member table of the
BC Association of Community
Response Networks. CRNs are
a diverse group of concerned
community members who
come together to create a
community response to adult
abuse, neglect, and selfneglect.

Flag photo by Scott Richard (Flickr: torbakhopper) and used with permission under Creative Commons License.
Inside photo: Aviva Chorus performing at the City of Nanaimo Pride Flag Raising, June 2016. Photo courtesy of Pat Newton.

We Want to Connect
With You!!
Most Community Response
Networks are based on locality;
but a few – like ours – focus on a
specific population deemed
particularly at-risk. There is little
research on LGBT2Q+ people and
their experiences accessing
service. Most agencies do not
collect data on how seniors and
others describe their gender
identity or sexual orientation.
Few service providers educate
their staff and volunteers on the
needs of this particular population.
If you identify as LGBT2Q+, or are
loved one of someone who does,
or if you are part of a concerned
organization, join our team.
Contact info. on the back!
Or visit www.bccrns.ca

